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continued _____ 8. for a long time, scientific discoveries were limited to a. observations of phenomena that
could be made with the help of scientific instruments. alternative assessment answer key - classzone alternative assessment answer key mcdougal littell earth science warning: permission is hereby granted to
teachers to reprint or photocopy in classroom quantities the pages or sheets in this work that carry the
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earthquakes and tectonic plate ... - holt mcdougal earth science earthquakes earthquakes and tectonic
plate boundaries 1. what is the relationship between the distribution of earthquakes and the boundaries of
tectonic plates? 2. which type of environment generally generates the fewest earthquakes? 3. chapter 16
groundwater section 1 water beneath the surface - holt mcdougal earth science 238 groundwater name
class date section 1 water beneath the surface continued capillary fringe water table soil moisture region the
top of the zone of saturation is the water table. the capillary fringe pulls water upward from the zone of
saturation. effective date list of gratis instructional materials - holt california earth science 2007 6 each
teacher/school may request the following gratis ... mcdougal littell science: focus on earth sciences is
purchased from mcdougal littell on a per-pupil basis (not class sets). not to exceed 1 per 50 pupil editions
purchased. 1 section 1 branches of earth science - home - sccpss - interactive textbook 2 the world of
earth science section 1 name class date branches of earth science continued what is meteorology?
meteorology is a branch of earth science that deals with earth’s atmosphere, especially weather and climate.
scientists who study meteorology are called meteorologists. many meteorologists try to forecast, or ... skills
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continued _____ 34. what is precision? a. how long it takes to record a measurement b. how close a
measurement is to the true value of what is being measured c. the exactness of a measurement earth
science holt mcdougal chapter 10 - vendor: houghton mifflin holt mcdougal, (formerly holt, rinehart and
winston), 2007 holt earth science, california student edition, isbn #9780030-922077, $69.95. holt science and
technology earth science
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